Treemonisha
Act Two
No. 16 -- We Will Rest Awhile
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We will rest a-while we will

We will rest a-while we will

We will rest a-while we will

We will rest a-while we will

rest a-while, 'Cause it makes us feel very good.

rest a-while, 'Cause it makes us feel very good.

rest a-while, 'Cause it makes us feel very good. very good.

rest a-while, 'Cause it makes us feel very good. very good.

rest a-while, 'Cause it makes us feel very good. very good.

We will rest a-while we will

We will rest a-while we will

We will rest a-while we will
rest a while Soon we'll be at home chopping wood, chopping wood, We will

rest a while Soon we'll be at home chopping wood, We will

rest a while, Soon we'll be at home chopping wood, We will

rest a while we will rest a while, 'Cause it's almost eat in'

rest a while we will rest a while, 'Cause it's almost eat in'

rest a while we will rest a while, 'Cause it's almost eat in'

rest a while we will rest a while, 'Cause it's almost eat in'

rest a while we will rest a while, 'Cause it's almost eat in'

rest a while we will rest a while, 'Cause it's almost eat in'
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We will rest a while

B

eat'in' time. We will rest a while

B

eat'in' time. We will rest a while
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rest'in' is very fine.